2022 NOBEL PRIZE: Philip Dybvig is “a brilliant economist whose work has been transformative in his field and has had an indelible impact on our nation’s financial markets and the health of our economy,” WashU Chancellor Andrew D. Martin said.
FINANCE

TRADERS BEWARE: "Astonishing" differences exist in brokers’ pricing of stock trades, even for the same trade.

ELECTIONS

DOBBS DECISION: Will the US Supreme Court’s abortion ruling stop a potential red wave in November?

MANUFACTURING

DRUG SHORTAGE: The US actually has the capacity to manufacture essential medicines, but plants sit idle.

COVID

NEW ADVOCATES: Americans harmed by COVID-19 and shocked by inequities are more likely to push for equality.
Olin research in the media

**Voters prefer Republicans on the economy, economists assess their plans to fix inflation**
John Horn, professor of practice in economics, *ABC News*

**A Nobel Prize-winning economist's view of bank runs and deposit**
Phil Dyvbig, Boatmen's Bancshares Professor of Banking and Finance, *Marketplace*

**In the college sports pay era, female athletes are emerging as big winners**
Patrick Rishe, professor of practice in sports business, *CNBC*

**Personal harms wrought by COVID-19 increased Americans' support for equality: study**
Hannah Birnbaum, assistant professor of organizational behavior, *The Hill*

Events

**November 9: Business Research Series**
Dynamic Pricing for New Products (virtual)

**November 17: Leadership Perspectives**
Sudden Impact: Technology, transformation and managing change (virtual)

More Olin events

*If you enjoy this newsletter, please forward it to friends or colleagues. They’re welcome to sign up here.*